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Errommana prep school  Mid –Term –Test  

      No 3 

     April 2010 

 

Teacher: Mrs Azizi 

I)Listening 4 marks 

1- listen and complete the table with information about Peter (1mark) 

name age nationality 

peter ……………………….. ……………………………… 

2-listen and write true or false then justify your answer (2marks) 

statements true false justification 

a- Peter repairs the window 

with the help of his 

sister 

…… …….. …………………………………….. 

………………………………………………. 

………………………………………. 

b- Janet finds Peter in his 

room playing with a ball 

……….. ……… …………………………………………. 

…………………………………………. 

………………………………………… 

3-If your were Peter’s older brother or sister which advice would you give 

him ?    Write your answer in the space provided .(1mark) 

     …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

II)Pronunciation (1mark) 

Listen and say whether the underlined sounds of the following words are 

similar or different  put a tick (  √  ) in the right box (1mark) 

words similar different 

Knife 

know 

………………….. 

 

……………….. 

Older 

Today 

…………………….. 

 

………………… 

III)Spelling (1mark) 

Listen and complete the unfinished letters of the following words each dot(.) 

Stands  for one  letter. 

The doctor e. . . . . . . Peter and advises him to play with s . . . . object  not to 

hurt himself. 

IV)Language (14marks) 
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1)Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense or form(3marks) 

Mary lived in Paris  ten years ago .She (work)…………………..as a teacher  there   .   

Her flat (to be) ……………………near the sacre coouert.She could see Tower  Effel 

from the window .Her flat mate was Antoine she (be)…………………..a painter. 

Now ,Mary lives in London  in a small house . She (have)…………………… a small green 

car.She (drive)…………………….her car to work everyday but she 

(ride)…………………………..her bike on Sundays. 

2)Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the box .be careful 

there are two extra words (4marks) 

Orange juice  /under  /field  /grass /tree /jacket  /in /sunny/ garden 

/with 

 

On Saturday morning the weather was wonderful. It was very (1)………………… ;mum 

,can i play football (2)………………………the park with my friends today ?Sally asked 

.’Not today ,Sally ,said her mother .Sally started to cry .’’Don’t be sad ,Sally. I 

want to go and see Grandma and Grandpa today. Go and put on your 

(3)………………………….At her grandparents’ house ,Sally found her grandfather in 

the (4)……………………..He had a big bag with something round inside it .’Come 

(5)…………………………me, Sally ,’he said .They walked down the road to a 

(6)…………………When they got there .Sally’ s grandfather opened the bag .Inside 

there was a ball and a picnic of sandwiches . Lemon cake and a bottle of 

(7)…………………………They played football and then sat on the (8)……………………..and 

ate their picnic .’Grandpa ,’Sally said ,’you’re better at football than my 

friends!’Grandpa laughed and said ,’Thank you Sally!’ 

 

 

3)Match the sentence parts from column A with their corresponding ones in 

column B  be careful there is one extra part in B (3marks) 
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A B 

1-my grandmother  

2-she put them in the oven 

3-when they were ready 

4-I still remember  

5-it was  

6-my grand mother was 

a)we are them 

b)their task 

c)absolutely wonderful! 

d)the best cook in the world  

e)  for half an hour  

f ) to eat sweets  

g) cooked delicious cakes 

1+………../ 2+…………../3+……………./4+…………………./5+………………………../6+………… 

4) Match the utterances from A with their functions from B .Be careful 

there is one extra function in B Write your answers  in  C (2marks) 

                                             A B C 

Doctor :What’s the matter,(1)Mr Taylor? 

Patient: I have severe back pains . 

Doctor : Oh dear !let me see(2)…… Umm,have you 

taken any painkillers? 

Patient :Yes, I’ve taken the strongest ones I can get 

from the chemist’s. 

Doctor : you mustn’t take too much of those.(3)Is 

there any reason for this pain that you know of ? 

Patient :It started  hurting after I did some 

decorating work at home .I had to lift some heavy 

blocks. 

Doctor :you must be careful when you lift heavy 

things (4).  Now you will have to rest for three days 

.And I will give you a prescription for painkillers and 

some ointment to rub on . 

Patient: Thank you . 

a)suggestion 

 

b)prohibition 

 

c)obligation 

 

d)warning 

 

e)asking  for 

information 

1+…… 

 

2+…… 

 

3+…… 

 

4+……. 

5)Circle the correct alternative (2marks) 

Today is Thursday .It is 9 o’clock (in  / on  /at) the morning .The pupils are at 

school (they  / them/  their )classroom is big and nice .There are three desks 

and six chairs .There is a purple door .The window is closed .There are four girls 

and three boys in the classroom .They are sitting (on   /in  /under)the chairs , 

only one boy is sitting on the floor (he  /his /him) name  is Roberto . 

The teacher is standing next to the desk. 
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